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Question: 40
What kinds of arrows connect to central buffers?
A. object flows
B. state transitions
C. unidirectional associations
D. control flows
E. message passing
F. dependencies

Answer: A

Question: 41
What is true when an event does not trigger any transitions in the current state?
A. The state machine is not well formed.
B. The handling of the situation is a semantic point.
C. An exception is raised.
D. The event is discarded.
E. The event is deferred until a state is reached that responds to that trigger.

Answer: D

Question: 42
When either a message m or a message q is to be sent-but not both-what kind of operator for combined fragment
would be used?
A. var
B. break
C. opt
D. par
E. alt

Answer: E

Question: 43
What does reaching the terminating pseudostate mean?
A. The context object of the state machine is terminated.
B. The enclosing region is completed.
C. The final state has been reached.
D. A completion transition has occurred.
E. The "do" activity of the current state has completed.

Answer: A

Question: 44
What is NOT a correct assertion?
A. A model element can be extended by several stereotypes at the same time.
B. Un-applying a profile from a model deleted stereotypes extending the model.
C. Stereotypes extending a model element can be retracted at any time.
D. Stereotypes extending a model element are immutable.

Answer: D

Question: 45
Instances of the Communication Path class connect instances of which classes in a deployment diagram?
A. Instance Specification and Deployment Specification
B. Deployment Target and Deployed Artifact
C. Node and Property
D. Node and Signal
E. two Nodes

Answer: E

Question: 46
What is true of outgoing transitions from a fork pseudo state?
A. are taken serially in arbitrary order
B. can only exist of the object is declared concurrent
C. are mutually exclusive
D. may have guards
E. must terminate in different regions of a state

Answer: E

Question: 47
Refer to the exhibit.

How many interfaces does the Customer Service component make visible to its clients?

A. 3
B. 1
C. 0
D. 4
E. 2

Answer: A

Question: 48
Which list contains only connectable elements?
A. behavior, connector end, and port
B. behavior, port and property
C. port and connector end
D. connector end, port and part
E. property, port, and parameter

Answer: E

Question: 49
Triggers on two different transitions originating from two states at different levels of the same state are simultaneously
enabled (as shown in the exhibit).

A. The state machine is not well-formed.
B. More deeply nested transitions take precedence over those with less depth.
C. Both transitions are taken in arbitrary order.
D. The less deeply nested transition takes precedence over those with more depth.

Answer: B

Question: 50
What does a state list represent?
A. set of states that share a single outgoing transition

B. notational shorthand for a set of states
C. set of states that share the same entry and exit actions
D. list of the substates of a composite state

Answer: B

Question: 51
If the node in the exhibit receives a value, what happens to other values flowing in the diagram containing the node?

A. nothing
B. They stop for a time specified by the small circle.
C. They are aborted.
D. They stop until the small circle emits a value.

Answer: A

Question: 52
Which must be true in order to use a delegation connector to connect two components?
A. The components must be related to each other via a dependency.
B. One component must be part of the internal realization of the other component.
C. The components must have complex ports.
D. One component must be a subtype of the other.

Answer: B

Question: 53
What does a structured node contain? (Choose two.)
A. messages
B. edges
C. classes
D. nodes
E. lifelines
F. States

Answer: BD
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